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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT – DEKKA 100 CASE SEALER
At last year’s Pack Expo Las Vegas 2013, Dekka announced its all new machinery
line with the introduction of the DEKKA100 Bottom Belt Tape Case Sealer. We
recognized an opportunity in the low-cost case sealer market as many of the
existing product offerings in the market were designed and built to a low level
of quality. The DEKKA 100 brings Dekka’s superior design and manufacturing
standards to the entry-level case sealer market.
“The development of the DEKKA 100 is a milestone for us,” said Sander Smith,
Dekka Product Manager. “Fans of the renowned Dekka tape head have been
asking for a case sealer based on its reliable tape head design. We expect this
to be the first in a series of compact machines for businesses with limited floor
space and a need to improve productivity on their overburdened hand pack
lines. This is just another step in our goal of being the leader in all areas of tape
sealing.”
The DEKKA 100 is able to handle a wide range of case sizes and can easily
be changed to adapt different cases with a quick 2 point size change over.
This machine differentiates itself due to its compact design, high quality North
American build, quick and easy access points for maintenance, helpful pictorial
guides and color coded size change labels.
We expect this machine to be popular for smaller start-ups or businesses with
constrained floor space. The DEKKA 100 is also an easy purchase for long-time
users of the Dekka tape head as the machine is designed to be the perfect pairing for the Dekka tape head.

Bottom belt uni-drive system, allowing
for a consistent seal over long term use

Quick size change with top wheel and
tilting guide rails

Utilizes industry
leading Dekka Cadet
tape head with an
open design, making
it easy to refill tape

